
Over 1 million real estate agents 
have Supra Powers. Unlock yours.
Supra offers agents across 500 organizations some of 
the smartest tools in real estate—giving them the power 
to stay on top of the market, manage their schedules, 
track client feedback, and more.



Our latest Supra Power.
The power to schedule 
and manage showings.
For agents on the go, Supra now offers an incredibly 
user-friendly showing management ecosystem at your 
fingertips—powered by BrokerBay. 

This powerful system allows you to 
reduce agent and staff workloads, 
empower agents to get more done, 
and thoroughly impress clients.

Tia Hunnicutt
Real Estate Agent

As a MLS/Association-wide solution, our showing management tool is 
built for teams to coordinate and collaborate on listings, showings, offers, 
and more.

Easily schedule, manage, and suggest new showing times as well as 
efficiently search, share, and book— even across multiple properties 
on a single tour*

Allow access to Supra lockboxes only with an appointment*

Send offer docs to listing agents for review, customize online offer 
settings, and track offers

Reach out to teammates, clients, or suppliers, streamlining 
communication with the whole team

Offer a collaborative 3D-virtual showing experience that makes 
touring homes easier than ever

Get insights from real-time market analytics on a powerful, 
easy-to-use desktop dashboard 

“The power to 
book showings 
right in the palm 
of your hand.”

Tool and/or all associated features not currently available; please contact your BrokerBay or Supra representative 
for more information on future availability

*



The power to easily 
access properties and 
listing information
With the Supra eKEY® app, agents have the power to 
seamlessly and securely open lockboxes through their 
unique PIN-code and any compatible smart device. 

And, with Supra’s expanded access offerings, agents’ 
lives are even easier. Whether you need to offer one-time 
access to trusted contractors** and associates from 
miles away or gain access to properties outside your 
MLS or association, Supra has you covered.The power to 

keep listings, 
colleagues, 
and clients 
close at hand.
With eKEY Pro, agents are able to 
quickly access important information 
that keeps them moving forward. 

Property access using a unique personal 
PIN, the phone's biometric feature or 
even the Apple Watch®

Customizable access hours and lockbox 
shackle codes

Real-time data at the door, including a 
listing photo and current property notes*

Real-time notifications when showings 
start and end.

Data agreement with organization must be in place and keybox 
must be assigned to a listing ID for MLS data and photo to display.

*

View and search all listings on your 
phone, even when offline

Search and view a list of all agents in your 
association/MLS

View showing details including start and 
end of showings

Offer custom recommendations and gain 
real-time buyer feedback about properties 
with Home Tour. 

Currently available for organizations with existing NMA capability. Available 
soon for other organizations through Supra single access feature.

**



Ready to unlock more 
Supra Powers for your 
organization?

www.supraekey.com/schedulingpower
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“Service that 
elevates our 
business and 
helps us save 
time to focus on 
our clients is 
always a WIN.”
Egypt Sherrod
Real Estate Broker, 
Author, and HGTV Star


